
Sponsor Meeting Minutes 02 

Date: 19 June 2018 

Attendees: Charmian, Vanessa 

Absent: Jasmine, Zheng Ren 

 

Agenda: 

1. Update CPAS on our proposal, including project scope and timeline 

2. Clarification on functionality and user requirements 

 

Questions to ask: 

 

What are the main priorities in terms of functionality?  

Monthly Dashboard, Feedback Module, Account and Admin, Onboarding Module, SWRC, Engagement 

(Not that important as for now). 

Email and Document versioning - considered core since at the start needs it 

 

Do you have specific requirement of how the portal pages look like or it’s up to use to design as long as 

the required functions are there?  

 

Up to us to design as long as user friendly. We will have to set up the pages and from there show it to 

them to see if what they want to change or modify.  

 

Employee Details: 

What details to have in the account/database (eg. name, email, designation, address, contact number, 

avatar?) 

 

For now: User account Database (Name, Email and Password) 

Create Admin 1, 2 ,3, 4 

Admin have their own Employee Accounts 

 

Only HR can update the users information, so users can only go in and change their password. Don’t 

need to have User Profile page. Since they focus is on sharing information, engage and connect. 

 

They want to have a user log, which tracks who log in, what time and edited what. For audit purposes. 

 

Who will be the admin, who will have permission to upload quizzes/surveys/modules and view 

responses.  

 

Admin are the only ones. They have 4 employees who will be the admin. They will send us the 

employees details. In excel file, so we might need to read the excel file and add into the database. 

The information are all confidential, so do not spread. It’s only for the team to do the project. 

 

For manual process:  

How do you keep track of users participation in Engagement Session?  

How do you keep track on onboarding process of new employees?  

Every tracking of participation and onboarding process of new employees are all through excel 

spreadsheet.  

 

Who is the one that will teach the new employee on the onboarding guide?  



They just sent them the relevant documents, and the employees will read up. They have a monthly 

touch point, usually within a month they will have this meeting with the new employee. But sometimes 

although is called the 1 Month touch point meeting, the employee may be already 2 months in the job. 

Ideally is within 1 month to complete the process and finish reading the documents, however, it can be 2 

or 3 months for new employees to be considered settled down and complete onboarding. 

 

Tracking for onboarding: Each phase, new employees need to read up on documents and forms. So it will 

be good to check their progress, and send a reminder if they are falling behind the timeline. Eg. By end of 

week new employees not yet finish reading code of governance, they have to send reminder to ask them 

finish reading up. This is because by 1 Month touch point, employee HAVE to finish reading all the 

onboarding documents. → Maybe a check list of documents and set deadline for each phase, sending 

reminders if users are falling behind time. 

 

For sharing of documents, do you only use emails? Do you use any other applications, eg. Dropbox, 

OneDrive? - Google drive/shared folder. They going to move to office 365 soon. 

 

ED-Staff Engagement Session Module: 

What does ED stands for? Executive directors  

Who are the ones that will be attending this engagement session? All employees 

How often are the engagement sessions? Once a year for all staff, just that there’s different schedule. 

View Engagement Schedule - They referring to just seeing the schedule of the meetings, and who are 

the participants for that meeting. No need to send invitation. 

 

Onboarding Module: 

When will you be sending us the materials for us to include in the portal? 

● Corporate Information  

● Orientation Modules content (Slides/Video/Questions or quizzes?) 

 

They will send it to us soon, do take note their information are Confidential. Please do not spread. 

 

Does HR follow up with new employee on the completion of onboarding module? Yes 1 month touch 

point meeting arranged. 

 

Is there any FAQs for new employees to help them?  No for now.  (Maybe in the Future, but we can 

have the page up and allow admin to add new FAQ if they have) 

 

Evaluation rating - how is the rating done, preset or?  They will send the template. Evaluation is done 

after new employee has completed the whole onboarding module. 

 

Send email from onboard, does this means clicking on an email address and outlook will launch with the 

intention of emailing them? During onboarding phase, they will first send out an email with a standard 

template. However, it is not efficient since they need look for the template they previous send to other 

new employees and copy paste content. They want something like clicking on a link, the email template 

will be auto- generated and they just need to change the addressee information and send the email.  

 

Feedback/Suggestion Module: 

Do you have a template of questions you would like to ask the employees that we have to include in the 

form? If no, what are the important pieces of information which you think it’s necessary to have? 



 

They will send the form details to us. 

They want feedback/suggestion to be interactive. For eg, certain feedback or suggestion send in may be 

for other department. So they wish to transfer this feedback/suggestion to the relevant parties in the 

department to resolve or make changes. 

 

User Requirements: 

How many events do you usually have in a month? 4-5 a month. Depending on number of weeks in that 

month. 

What kinds of events do you usually have? Interest groups.  

 

Interest groups: Every friday of the month - Currently they have 2 field trips & 2 Team events 

Appreciation/Recognition award is twice a year 

CPAS will send us a list of interest groups. Employees are not categorise in interest groups, they just 

register for the events they are interested in. 

 

Every quarterly, they have this event called celebrating U - is to have lunch with the staffs and giving 

them special event/talks. 

 

How long does it take for new employee to complete their onboarding phase? (Need a number) is it 

constantly a month? 1 month or more depending. Ideally 1 Month  

 

How many employees are there in the company? 230 Employees 

(They want 250 accounts) 

 

In each department that will be using the Portal, how many employees 

● HR: 4  

● IT: (back-end/infrastructure, 2 users) 

Who are the main users of admin? Admin 

 

What is the age range of users? 20s-70s (Inclusive of re-employed staff) Main bulk of users are in 30s- 

early 40s 

 

Computer literate? Give some examples if there are any instances of difficulties.  

They know all the basic use of computer as long as not complex stuff. Should be fine. So the problem 

now is the manual process in tracking. Would want to promote interaction with the employees. Get them 

interested in looking and logging in to the portal. Participate in events and do surveys/quizzes. 

 

Others: 

● Document and Email Template is considered Primary functions 

● Quizzes are mainly for dashboards not orientation module. They want some light quizzes, for eg. 

Now having world cup, they want to have quizzes such as, who will be the winning team. A or B?  

● Pulse Survey: Usually 1 month change one question, to get information about the employees in 

the company. If they have yet to participate in the pulse survey, they would want to send 

reminder that they have not done it. 

● Priority ** Dashboard. Mui Leng wants it on the screen itself  when they log in so users can 

straight see it. Have to research more on it. Another alternative is to have the chrome launch 

with it as a homepage when they log in the computer. She said the previous company she was in 

was able to do so. When they login, they can straight see the dashboard with key information. 

Then if they want to view more information, have to click and sign in to see. 

● Database: Surveys, everything to be stored in database. They want it to sit in the cloud. They 

have no budget. If we really need to purchase a space for the database in the cloud, she would 



then need to talk to the IT team. She would like to be able to download responses from 

surveys,feedback/suggestion, etc in excel so she can do further analysis or create graphs/charts. 

 

Sponsor Meeting: Once A month, they can do it on a evening on weekdays and they are willing to travel 

down to SMU. However, i think it will probably be for our internship period. Other than that, they would 

prefer weekday office hours. No Weekends. 

 

Final Presentation: Ask Prof Ben Gan if we could have it before 19 Nov. preferably between 14-19.  

Handover process: How does the hand over process work? What happens if there is a bug or issue with 

the application after the handover process? Who do they contact or who can they find to help them.  

 

S/N Task Assigned To Due Date 

1. Once web page is set up, show 
them how the look and feel is. 

ALL 07/07/2018 

2.  Get Documents and Templates 
from CPAS 

Charmian 23/06/2018 

 

 

 

Minutes taken by: Charmian Teo, 2PM 
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